2017 Winners

Anna Christine Brown - Andrews University
Megan Stenftenagel - Ball State University
Reed Thompson - Ball State University
Jennifer Emmert - College of Dupage
Luke Tralmer - College of Dupage
Jonas Gassmann - Drury University / Hammons School of Architecture
Kyle Huberty - Dunwoody College of Technology
Timothy R. Waller - Ferris State University
Elijah Silva - Harper College
Julia Mosqueda - Illinois Institute of Technology
Lauren McPhillips - Illinois Institute of Technology
Pegah Shabehpour - Illinois Institute of Technology
Ilhwan Kim - Illinois Institute of Technology
Cynthia Vranas - Illinois Institute of Technology
Andrew Michael Witek - Judson University
Amanda Marie Zylstra - Judson University
Alexis Dorko - Kent State University College of Architecture and Environmental Design
Hayden Erdman - Kent State University College of Architecture and Environmental Design
Terri Lynn Wolfe - Miami University
Rebecca Hughes - Miami University
Kelsey D. Kauffman - Southern Illinois University
Ashley Hemmen - Southern Illinois University
Alexis Borrego - Triton College
Rebecca Palmer - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Nevis Isaj - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Gabriel Jacobs - University of Notre Dame
Alice Arnn - University of Notre Dame
Yulin Peng - Washington University in St. Louis
Doh Young Kim - Washington University in St. Louis